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 explore
get set tO...

Our promise: To deliver life-affirming 
experiences whilst protecting, helping 
and improving this fragile continent.
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With MS MidnatSol joining MS FraM in  2016, you chooSe hoW you Want to explore antarctica.

Join us as we travel to the very edge of the world, sailing in the wake of the great antarctic explorers.
Venture to remote areas, where millions of penguins, seals and whales are the only inhabitants.
take in the history, landscape and way of life as you discover the southern Hemisphere.
Venture ashore and explore this untouched continent  for yourself.

Our routes give you the opportunity to travel the fjords of Chile and Patagonia, visit the Falkland 
Islands and the sights of South Georgia when you voyage forth to Antarctica.
Our expert crew and optimised Expedition Ships, MS Midnatsol and MS Fram, are safely equipped to 
get you as close to the action as possible. No matter which ship you travel with, which landings and 
excursions you choose, you are set for an experience like no other.
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Follow in the footsteps of the great explorers and go on true expeditions 
to antarctica, one of the most remote parts of the world.

MS Fram, our smallest Explorer ship, was built with one mission in mind  
– to bring you closer to nature, wildlife and unforgettable experiences.  
Join us and unleash your inner explorer! 

ExplOrE ANTArCTiCA wiTH   

MS FRAM
The Frozen land oF The Penguins
14 DaY VOYAGE  |  Prices FroM £4,672pp
DePartUres: 15.11.2016, 02.01. ANd 14.01.2017

Explore Antarctica and experience a close encounter with its wildlife, especially 
the penguins. See these incredible birds up close in their large, dense ‘rookeries’. 
in good conditions we will launch our kayaks, pitch tents ashore and take you on 
unforgettable hikes to discover one of the most untouched places on the planet.

DaY 1: BUenos aires Start your adventure with a night at a first class hotel  
in Buenos Aires. 
DaY 2: BUenos aires/UsHUaia Our adventure starts as we set a course  
through the scenic Beagle Channel for the Drake passage and Antarctica.
DaY 3-4: DraKe PassaGe Spot the wandering albatross and other seabirds,  
as our expedition team teach you about the history, environment and wildlife  
of Antarctica.
DaY 5-11: antarctica This icy continent is teeming with penguins, seals  
and whales. There are no land predators in Antarctica so they are fearless  
when encountering humans. Enjoy beautiful vistas, discover the huge ice 
shelves of the Antarctic sound, see thousands of penguins up close, look  
out for leopard seals and killer whales, and take in the history such as the  
British research base in port lockroy. 
DaY 12-13: DraKe PassaGe Voyage back to Ushuaia.
DaY 14: UsHUaia/BUenos aires Arrive back in Ushuaia and join an optional 
excursion before the flight back to Buenos Aires.

Your itinerary:
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The ulTimaTe anTarcTica 
exPerience
FroM £7,567pp
DePartUres: 27.11.2016

This epic voyage takes you through the isolated Falkland islands, stunning 
South Georgia and the wild South Orkneys before exploring the great, white 
continent of Antarctica. Explore the endless landscape and hear nothing but 
nature’s silence. Discover your inner explorer on this trip of a lifetime. 

WhiTe chrisTmas in anTarcTica
FroM £6,647pp
DePartUres: 15.12.2016

Dreaming of a white Christmas? Go one stage further and give yourself the 
most memorable Christmas adventure. Enjoy the festive season in incredible 
settings, whilst exploring the Falkland islands, South Georgia and Antarctica. 
Celebrate Christmas in the traditional Norwegian way and spend New Year’s Eve 
in one of the earth’s remotest regions surrounded by penguins, seals and whales.

DaY 1-2: BUenos aires/UsHUaia Start with an overnight stay in  
Buenos Aires, before flying down to Ushuaia and boarding MS Fram.

DaY 3: at sea Join our Expedition Team as they start our on board  
lecture series.

DaY 4-5: FaLKLanD isLanDs Explore the northwest part of the  
Falkland and then continue to Stanley, the capital, famed for being  
a ‘mini-Britain’.

DaY 6-7: at sea look out for the wildlife as we prepare you for the  
wonders of South Georgia.

DaY 8-9: soUtH GeorGia There is nowhere like South Georgia.  
we’ll sail into the mountainous Drygalski Fjord and explore the  
wildlife, terrain and abandoned whaling stations.

DaY 10: at sea Voyage south to Antarctica.

DaY 11: soUtH orKneYs Explore the rugged and beautiful  
South Orkney islands.

DaY 12: at sea prepare for your arrival in Antarctica as we sail the 
washington Strait to Coronation island and Elephant island.

DaY 13-17: antarctica Explore Antarctica - a place that has evolved 
through the millennia without human interference. Visit some of the  
most staggeringly photogenic and spectacular scenery on earth. See  
massive flattopped bergs and thousands of penguins, seals and other  
wildlife up close as you discover the continent for yourself. 

DaY 18-19: DraKe PassaGe MS Fram’s bow points north as we  
head back to the South American continent. 

DaY 20: UsHUaia/BUenos aires Your voyage ends in the world’s 
southernmost town Ushuaia, before your flight back to lively Buenos Aires.

Your itinerary:
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get set tO eXPLORe!
Join one of our 20 day expedition voyages and follow in the footsteps of the great explorers.
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anTarcTica and The souTh 
aTlanTic islands
20 DaYs EXPEdITION VOYAGE  |  Prices FroM £5,586pp
DePartUres: 28.10.2016 ANd 23.02.2017

Get ready for an Antarctica adventure! Explore far from the materialistic 
comforts of civilisation, and discover a world of natural beauty with towering 
icebergs, untouched scenery and wildlife like nowhere else on Earth – 
unchanged, remote and awe inspiring. 

DaY 1-2: MonteViDeo Your adventure starts with an overnight in Uruguay’s 
capital, Montevideo. 
DaY 3-5: at sea we set course for the Falkland islands.
DaY 6-8: FaLKLanD isLanDs Discover an unpolluted environment with 
fantastically clear blue skies, seamless horizons, vast open spaces and 
stunning white sandy beaches. 
DaY 9-10: at sea The cruise southward to beautiful South Georgia takes two 
days. Our expedition team will brief you on the wildlife, as well as the whaling 
and polar history of the area.
DaY 11-12: soUtH GeorGia Explore South Georgia and its numerous 
historic sites such as old whaling stations and Shackleton’s final resting place. 
DaY 13-14: at sea we continue to head south to Antarctica 
DaY 15-17: antarctica Antarctica is isolated from the rest of the world and 
even today parts of this continent remain unexplored. Visit the ring shaped 
Deception island, Cuverville island and Neko Harbour. Visit research sites, 
old whaling stations and take in the incredible wildlife – look out for hump-
backed whales and mingle with vast colonies of penguins and seals. 
DaY 18-19: DraKe PassaGe Voyage through the notorious Drake passage.
DaY 20: UsHUaia/BUenos aires After a spectacular journey,  
arrive back in Ushuaia.

anTarcTic circle exPediTion
16 DaYs EXPEdITION VOYAGE  |  Prices FroM £5,409pp
DePartUres: 26.01.2017 ANd 09.02.2017

Venture far south into areas of Antarctica that are almost permanently 
iced down and inaccessible in winter. Explore this incredibly untouched 
continent, and set foot where few have gone before. Discover the awe 
inspiring landscapes, the history of the region, the uninhibited wildlife and 
the incredible silence that is Antarctica. 

DaY 1: BUenos aires Start with a night in Buenos Aires, the birthplace  
of the Tango.
DaY 2: BUenos aires/UsHUaia We fly you to Ushuaia, where the Andes 
meet the Southern Ocean and where you join the MS Fram.
DaY 3-4: DraKe PassaGe Sail through the Drake passage heading  
south to Antarctica. 
DaY 5-13: antarctica Discover the endless white wilderness that is 
Antarctica. Explore on land - go hiking and snowshoeing with our expedition 
team and take in the incredible vistas, as well as getting up close to the local 
wildlife. Expect to see adélie penguins as well as gentoo penguins, leopard 
seals and whales as you journey through this beautiful, unspoilt landscape. 
Understand the history as we visit the old British Antarctic base from the 
1950s, old whaling stations and former geology and meteorology research 
centres. 
DaY 14-15: DraKe PassaGe After nine unforgettable days in Antarctica,  
head back across the famous Drake passage.
DaY 16: UsHUaia/BUenos aires Arrive back in Ushuaia, ready for  
a flight back to Buenos Aires or the chance to join in with our post-
programme itineraries.

Your itinerary includes: Your itinerary:
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antarctica is home to millions of penguins, thousands of seals and is a rich 
feeding area for whales. exploring this great white continent is considered 
extreme for many. 

This is where the elements rule and where the weather, wind and ice will 
determine our schedule. Here’s a taster of just some of the possible landing 
sites you’ll visit in Antarctica, depending on your voyage. 

lANDiNGS wiTH   

MS FRAM
“When embarking on one of our most 

ambitious voyages to Antarctica  
it’s best to travel with an open mind 

and expect the unexpected.”

BroWn BluFF 

Explore this 2,440ft high, rust coloured bluff.
it is volcanic, leaving the beach peppered 
with lava “bombs.” Come ashore and see 
adélie penguins, gentoo penguins and kelp 
gulls up close. 
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neKo harBour

we land on the Antarctica 
mainland. Discover the gentoo 
penguin colony nestled in Andvord 
Bay, and take in the mountains and 
awe-inspiring high glacier walls.

halF moon island 

Discover for yourself this staggeringly 
photogenic island. Explore the serrated 
and creviced cliffs, home to a large 
colony of chinstrap penguins and 
several species of seals and sea birds.
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Wilhelmina BaY 

A choice feeding ground for whales 
and seals - come ashore and see 
dramatic scenery and naturally 
sculpted ice, from tiny floating pieces 
to large bergs. 
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horseshoe island 

Explore a relatively unaltered and completely equipped British 
scientific research station from the 1950s. Established in March 1955 
by the Falkland islands Dependencies Survey, and closed in 1960, 
discover the history of these early settlers and understand how they 
survived in this extreme environment.
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Join MS Midnatsol for her first voyages into Antarctica and experience an 
adventure filled with extreme contrasts. Not only will you discover the 
incredible spectacle that is antarctica, you will also experience the varied 
nature and culture along the southern coast of chile, including cape Horn.

With only 500 guests on board, our small ship gets close, allowing you to 
discover these rarely visited locations from the deck of the ship and through 
our landings. Reveal the secrets of the area with our on board science lab, 
and go ashore to get up close to the wildlife for yourself. Our experts will be  
on hand to help you explore.

DiSCOVEr ANTArCTiCA wiTH  

MS MidNATSOL
advenTure From caPe horn  
To The Penguins oF anTarcTica
15 DaY EXPEdITION VOYAGE  |  Prices FroM £3,999pp
DePartUres: 21.01. 2017, 03.02 2017 ANd 16.02. 2017

if you’re looking to maximise your stay in Antarctica with MS Midnatsol, this is the 
adventure for you. Spend six days taking in the majestic vistas, and discover the 
wildlife, landscapes and history that make this continent unique and magical.  
Fall in love with the penguins as you see vast colonies in their natural habitat.  
Discover the incredible wildlife, landscapes and glaciers of this area of outstanding 
natural beauty. 

DaY 1-4: cHiLean FJorDs anD caPe Horn Stay overnight in Santiago de Chile, 
before flying down to Punta Arenas for boarding. Visit colonies of Magellanic 
penguins, birds, dolphins and sea lions at isla Tucker, before sailing through the 
Chilean fjords. See Garibaldi Fjord with its incredible glaciers, go ashore to discover 
the wildlife before heading around Cape Horn. 
DaY 5: at sea we head south and prepare you for Antarctica. 
DaY 6-11: antarctica in Antarctica everything is endless, silent, white and 
magical, with the ocean full of icebergs and whales. Follow in the footsteps of the 
great Antarctica explorers - go ashore and experience the Antarctic scenery and  
its wildlife first hand. Discover huge colonies of penguins, see whales from on deck 
and discover Antarctic wildlife and glaciers, old whaling stations and relics.
DaY 12: at sea After six days in Antarctica, relax on deck and reflect on  
your adventure.
DaY 13-15: caPe Horn anD cHiLean FJorDs land on Cape Horn, if the weather 
permits, or visit puerto williams, home to the remains of ancient indian campsites, 
before heading back to punta Arenas through the majestic Chilean fjords.

Your itinerary:
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Join MS Midnatsol for her first voyages into Antarctica and experience an 
adventure filled with extreme contrasts. Not only will you discover the 
incredible spectacle that is antarctica, you will also experience the varied 
nature and culture along the southern coast of chile, including cape Horn.

With only 500 guests on board, our small ship gets close, allowing you to 
discover these rarely visited locations from the deck of the ship and through 
our landings. Reveal the secrets of the area with our on board science lab, 
and go ashore to get up close to the wildlife for yourself. Our experts will be  
on hand to help you explore.

DiSCOVEr ANTArCTiCA wiTH  

MS MidNATSOL
advenTure From caPe horn  
To The Penguins oF anTarcTica
15 DaY EXPEdITION VOYAGE  |  Prices FroM £3,999pp
DePartUres: 21.01. 2017, 03.02 2017 ANd 16.02. 2017

if you’re looking to maximise your stay in Antarctica with MS Midnatsol, this is the 
adventure for you. Spend six days taking in the majestic vistas, and discover the 
wildlife, landscapes and history that make this continent unique and magical.  
Fall in love with the penguins as you see vast colonies in their natural habitat.  
Discover the incredible wildlife, landscapes and glaciers of this area of outstanding 
natural beauty. 

DaY 1-4: cHiLean FJorDs anD caPe Horn Stay overnight in Santiago de Chile, 
before flying down to Punta Arenas for boarding. Visit colonies of Magellanic 
penguins, birds, dolphins and sea lions at isla Tucker, before sailing through the 
Chilean fjords. See Garibaldi Fjord with its incredible glaciers, go ashore to discover 
the wildlife before heading around Cape Horn. 
DaY 5: at sea we head south and prepare you for Antarctica. 
DaY 6-11: antarctica in Antarctica everything is endless, silent, white and 
magical, with the ocean full of icebergs and whales. Follow in the footsteps of the 
great Antarctica explorers - go ashore and experience the Antarctic scenery and  
its wildlife first hand. Discover huge colonies of penguins, see whales from on deck 
and discover Antarctic wildlife and glaciers, old whaling stations and relics.
DaY 12: at sea After six days in Antarctica, relax on deck and reflect on  
your adventure.
DaY 13-15: caPe Horn anD cHiLean FJorDs land on Cape Horn, if the weather 
permits, or visit puerto williams, home to the remains of ancient indian campsites, 
before heading back to punta Arenas through the majestic Chilean fjords.
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advenTure in The chilean 
Fjords and anTarcTica
15 DaY EXPEdITION VOYAGE  |  Prices FroM £3,896pp
DePartUres: 10.11. 2016 ANd 23.11.2016

Discover the very best scenery and wildlife as you explore the coast of 
patagonia and Antarctica. You’ll see majestic fjords, Cape Horn, amazing 
nature, and penguins, seals, whales and other species native only to the region, 
before you take it up a notch and explore the South Shetlands and Antarctica. 
Take advantage of all of the additional attractions on MS Midnatsol; an Explorer 
Room, Young Explorer Antarctica club, barbeques, film day, theme days, wine 
tasting, talks and exciting lectures, and make the most of your adventure.

DaY 1-5: PataGonia, cHiLean FJorDs anD caPe Horn Start with an 
overnight stay at a hotel in Santiago de Chile, before flying down to Punta 
Arenas for boarding. Visit isla Tucker, a small island of famous for its colony of 
Magellanic penguins, birds, dolphins and sea lions, before sailing through the 
extremely narrow Canal Gabriel and on to the Chilean fjords. See Garibaldi 
Fjord with its incredible Garibaldi glaciers, and go ashore to discover the 
wildlife, before heading around Cape Horn. 
DaY 6: at sea Cross the Drake passage, heading south to Antarctica. 
DaY 7-10: antarctica Explore the impressive Antarctic scenery and  
wildlife first hand. See whales from on deck and get ashore to enjoy  
close encounters with wildlife and glaciers, old whaling stations and relics.
DaY 11: at sea Relax after the exhilaration of Antarctica as you head 
northward to Cape Horn. 
DaY 12-16: caPe Horn anD cHiLean FJorDs land on Cape Horn,  
if the weather permits, before heading for punta Arenas, heading  
through the majestic Chilean fjords on your way back.

discover PaTagonia  
and anTarcTica
16 DaY EXPEdITION VOYAGE  |  Prices FroM £3,793pp
DePartUres: 06.12.2016

Explore the Chilean fjords, see Cape Horn, meet penguins up close, take hikes 
on deserted Antarctic islands and touch icebergs with your bare hands! Enjoy 
the best of the patagonian eastern and southern coast and Antarctica, and 
discover the incredible landscape and wildlife of the regions with landings, 
lectures, excursions and activities that will take your breath away. 

 

DaY 1-5: PataGonia, cHiLean FJorDs anD caPe Horn Start with an 
overnight stay at a hotel in Santiago de Chile, before flying down to Punta 
Arenas for boarding. Visit isla Tucker, a small island of famous for its colony of 
Magellanic penguins, birds, dolphins and sea lions, before sailing through the 
extremely narrow Canal Gabriel and on to the Chilean Fjords. See Garibaldi 
Fjord with its incredible Garibaldi glaciers, and go ashore to discover the 
wildlife, before heading around Cape Horn. 
DaY 6: at sea Cross the Drake passage, heading south to Antarctica 
DaY 7-11: antarctica Explore the most remote part of the world and take 
in the scenery and wildlife first hand. Discover Antarctica through our varied 
landings, where you can go hiking ashore and get up close to thousands of 
penguins, seals and other wildlife, or stay on board and take in the sheer size 
and majesty of this remote continent from on deck. 
DaY 12: at sea Spend the day on deck or in the Explorer room, with lectures, 
and enjoy recaps and information about the voyage so far. 
DaY 13-15: caPe Horn anD cHiLean FJorDs Before heading into the 
Beagle Channel, we will visit Cape Horn for the second time. we then sail 
through the Chilean fjords surrounded by wilderness and glaciers.

Your itinerary:

Your itinerary:
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Fjords and anTarcTica
15 DaY EXPEdITION VOYAGE  |  Prices FroM £3,896pp
DePartUres: 10.11. 2016 ANd 23.11.2016

Discover the very best scenery and wildlife as you explore the coast of 
patagonia and Antarctica. You’ll see majestic fjords, Cape Horn, amazing 
nature, and penguins, seals, whales and other species native only to the region, 
before you take it up a notch and explore the South Shetlands and Antarctica. 
Take advantage of all of the additional attractions on MS Midnatsol; an Explorer 
Room, Young Explorer Antarctica club, barbeques, film day, theme days, wine 
tasting, talks and exciting lectures, and make the most of your adventure.

DaY 1-5: PataGonia, cHiLean FJorDs anD caPe Horn Start with an 
overnight stay at a hotel in Santiago de Chile, before flying down to Punta 
Arenas for boarding. Visit isla Tucker, a small island of famous for its colony of 
Magellanic penguins, birds, dolphins and sea lions, before sailing through the 
extremely narrow Canal Gabriel and on to the Chilean fjords. See Garibaldi 
Fjord with its incredible Garibaldi glaciers, and go ashore to discover the 
wildlife, before heading around Cape Horn. 
DaY 6: at sea Cross the Drake passage, heading south to Antarctica. 
DaY 7-10: antarctica Explore the impressive Antarctic scenery and  
wildlife first hand. See whales from on deck and get ashore to enjoy  
close encounters with wildlife and glaciers, old whaling stations and relics.
DaY 11: at sea Relax after the exhilaration of Antarctica as you head 
northward to Cape Horn. 
DaY 12-16: caPe Horn anD cHiLean FJorDs land on Cape Horn,  
if the weather permits, before heading for punta Arenas, heading  
through the majestic Chilean fjords on your way back.

discover PaTagonia  
and anTarcTica
16 DaY EXPEdITION VOYAGE  |  Prices FroM £3,793pp
DePartUres: 06.12.2016

Explore the Chilean fjords, see Cape Horn, meet penguins up close, take hikes 
on deserted Antarctic islands and touch icebergs with your bare hands! Enjoy 
the best of the patagonian eastern and southern coast and Antarctica, and 
discover the incredible landscape and wildlife of the regions with landings, 
lectures, excursions and activities that will take your breath away. 

 

DaY 1-5: PataGonia, cHiLean FJorDs anD caPe Horn Start with an 
overnight stay at a hotel in Santiago de Chile, before flying down to Punta 
Arenas for boarding. Visit isla Tucker, a small island of famous for its colony of 
Magellanic penguins, birds, dolphins and sea lions, before sailing through the 
extremely narrow Canal Gabriel and on to the Chilean Fjords. See Garibaldi 
Fjord with its incredible Garibaldi glaciers, and go ashore to discover the 
wildlife, before heading around Cape Horn. 
DaY 6: at sea Cross the Drake passage, heading south to Antarctica 
DaY 7-11: antarctica Explore the most remote part of the world and take 
in the scenery and wildlife first hand. Discover Antarctica through our varied 
landings, where you can go hiking ashore and get up close to thousands of 
penguins, seals and other wildlife, or stay on board and take in the sheer size 
and majesty of this remote continent from on deck. 
DaY 12: at sea Spend the day on deck or in the Explorer room, with lectures, 
and enjoy recaps and information about the voyage so far. 
DaY 13-15: caPe Horn anD cHiLean FJorDs Before heading into the 
Beagle Channel, we will visit Cape Horn for the second time. we then sail 
through the Chilean fjords surrounded by wilderness and glaciers.

Your itinerary:

Your itinerary:
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Celebrate Christmas or give yourself an incredible start to the New Year!

visiT The legendarY magellan, 
chilean Fjords and anTarcTica
18 DaY EXPEdITION VOYAGE  |  Prices FroM £4,102pp
DePartUres: 20.12. 2016 ANd 05.01. 2017

Starting with the breathtakingly beautiful Chilean fjords we then sail south. 
Explore Antarctica for a full five days, getting ashore and discovering this unspoilt 
continent and its inhabitants for yourself, before heading north to discover the 
Falkland islands, with its incredibly diverse wildlife and quintessentially British 
culture. we then complete the loop of the Magellan Strait on the way back to 
port. Our extensive on board programme and fabulous locally sourced food 
complete this once in a lifetime adventure.  

DaY 1-5: cHiLean FJorDs anD caPe Horn Start with an overnight stay at a 
hotel in Santiago de Chile, before flying down to Punta Arenas. Visit Isla Tucker, 
famous for its colony of Magellanic penguins, birds, dolphins and sea lions, 
voyage through the spectacular Chilean Fjords and then head around Cape Horn. 
DaY 6: at sea Head south to Antarctica and make the most of our on 
board ‘edutainment’!
DaY 7-13: antarctica As we head south you’ll feel the air get crisper, and 
you’ll start spotting penguins, icebergs, and maybe whales. Head ashore and 
get a close look at thousands of penguins and seals, choose to join an optional 
kayaing excursion, or get involved in our on-board science lab.
DaY 14-16: FaLKLanD isLanDs welcome to miniature England, with red phone 
boxes, red buses and English pubs! Explore Stanley, discover New island enjoying 
a day amongst the penguins, seals and elephant seals, before voyaging on to the 
bird paradise of Carcass island.
DaY 17: at sea | MaGeLLan strait we complete the loop of the Magellan Strait 
DaY 18: PUnta arenas Arrive in punta Arenas ready for the journey home.

exPlore The souTh aTlanTic, 
anTarcTica and PaTagonia
18 DaY EXPEdITION VOYAGE  |  Prices FroM £3,690pp
DePartUres: 25.10.16

Discover the highlights of the South American coast and Antarctica! Explore the 
UNESCO world Heritage Site at peninsula Valdés, meet the penguins, seals and 
whales of Antarctica, discover the mythical and wild Cape Horn and be amazed 
by the incredible beauty of the Chilean Fjords.

  

DaY 1-5: PataGonia, arGentina Explore Montevideo, discover the Valdes 
region, home to some of the largest marine animals in the world, and visit  
the amazing town of puerto Madryn.
DaY 6-9: FaLKLanD isLanDs Discover the breadth of wildlife on the tiny 
New island and the hilltops and beaches of Carcass island before exploring 
the capital, Stanley.
DaY 10: at sea Head south to Antarctica in the footsteps of the  
famous explorers.
DaY 11-14: antarctica Experience one of the most remote areas of the 
world – visit research and old whaling stations and go ashore to  
see the seals, penguins and other wildlife up close.
DaY 15-18: caPe Horn anD cHiLean FJorDs land on Cape Horn,  
if the weather permits, before heading for punta Arenas, heading  
through the majestic Chilean Fjords.

Your itinerary:

Your itinerary:
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Celebrate Christmas or give yourself an incredible start to the New Year!

visiT The legendarY magellan, 
chilean Fjords and anTarcTica
18 DaY EXPEdITION VOYAGE  |  Prices FroM £4,102pp
DePartUres: 20.12. 2016 ANd 05.01. 2017

Starting with the breathtakingly beautiful Chilean fjords we then sail south. 
Explore Antarctica for a full five days, getting ashore and discovering this unspoilt 
continent and its inhabitants for yourself, before heading north to discover the 
Falkland islands, with its incredibly diverse wildlife and quintessentially British 
culture. we then complete the loop of the Magellan Strait on the way back to 
port. Our extensive on board programme and fabulous locally sourced food 
complete this once in a lifetime adventure.  

DaY 1-5: cHiLean FJorDs anD caPe Horn Start with an overnight stay at a 
hotel in Santiago de Chile, before flying down to Punta Arenas. Visit Isla Tucker, 
famous for its colony of Magellanic penguins, birds, dolphins and sea lions, 
voyage through the spectacular Chilean Fjords and then head around Cape Horn. 
DaY 6: at sea Head south to Antarctica and make the most of our on 
board ‘edutainment’!
DaY 7-13: antarctica As we head south you’ll feel the air get crisper, and 
you’ll start spotting penguins, icebergs, and maybe whales. Head ashore and 
get a close look at thousands of penguins and seals, choose to join an optional 
kayaing excursion, or get involved in our on-board science lab.
DaY 14-16: FaLKLanD isLanDs welcome to miniature England, with red phone 
boxes, red buses and English pubs! Explore Stanley, discover New island enjoying 
a day amongst the penguins, seals and elephant seals, before voyaging on to the 
bird paradise of Carcass island.
DaY 17: at sea | MaGeLLan strait we complete the loop of the Magellan Strait 
DaY 18: PUnta arenas Arrive in punta Arenas ready for the journey home.

exPlore The souTh aTlanTic, 
anTarcTica and PaTagonia
18 DaY EXPEdITION VOYAGE  |  Prices FroM £3,690pp
DePartUres: 25.10.16

Discover the highlights of the South American coast and Antarctica! Explore the 
UNESCO world Heritage Site at peninsula Valdés, meet the penguins, seals and 
whales of Antarctica, discover the mythical and wild Cape Horn and be amazed 
by the incredible beauty of the Chilean Fjords.

  

DaY 1-5: PataGonia, arGentina Explore Montevideo, discover the Valdes 
region, home to some of the largest marine animals in the world, and visit  
the amazing town of puerto Madryn.
DaY 6-9: FaLKLanD isLanDs Discover the breadth of wildlife on the tiny 
New island and the hilltops and beaches of Carcass island before exploring 
the capital, Stanley.
DaY 10: at sea Head south to Antarctica in the footsteps of the  
famous explorers.
DaY 11-14: antarctica Experience one of the most remote areas of the 
world – visit research and old whaling stations and go ashore to  
see the seals, penguins and other wildlife up close.
DaY 15-18: caPe Horn anD cHiLean FJorDs land on Cape Horn,  
if the weather permits, before heading for punta Arenas, heading  
through the majestic Chilean Fjords.
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Our landings get you really close to the wildlife and  

the terrain. These are a few of our favourites,  

depending on your choice of voyage.

LANdiNGS 
wiTH MiDNATSOl  

souThern hemisPhere advenTure 
souTh america and anTarcTica
17 DaY EXPEdITION VOYAGE  |  Prices FroM £3,535pp
DePartUres: 01.03. 2017

Join us as we discover the climates, landscapes and wildlife of the Southern 
Hemisphere. Explore the Chilean Fjords and the deserted continent of Antarctica, 
with the huge colonies of penguins and seals that call this freezing land their home. 
we’ll also explore the wildlife and landscapes of the Falkland islands before 
travelling north along the beautiful Argentinian coastline.

DaY 1-4: cHiLean FJorDs anD caPe Horn Explore Santiago de Chile, 
before flying down to Punta Arenas. Visit colonies of Magellanic penguins, 
birds, dolphins and sea lions at isla Tucker, before sailing through the  
breathtaking Chilean fjords. we’ll then travel around Cape Horn, where  
we’ll go ashore if the weather allows.
DaY 5: at sea we journey south to Antarctica.
DaY 6-10: antarctica Explore Antarctica! Discover the wildlife up close by 
heading ashore on landings, or follow in the footsteps of the explorers and take 
a hike across the vast, icy plains. Explore the silence of the ocean and paddle 
amongst the ice in a kayak, or simply take everything in from on deck.
DaY 11: at sea Have fun in the Explorer room, relax on deck, and share your 
Antarctica experiences.
DaY 12-14: FaLKLanD isLanDs Explore the small town of Stanley and wander 
around the streets of ‘Mini England’. Join us on excursions to see the penguins, 
or go hiking or kayaking with the Expedition Team. You can even take advantage 
of the slightly warmer latitudes and join our sleep over party out on deck.
DaY 15-16: at sea Cross the Drake passage and then sail north along the coast 
of Argentina. 
DaY 17: MonteViDeo we arrive back in port at Montevideo.

Your itinerary:
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gariBaldi Fjord (PaTagonia)

Come ashore and look out for sea lions, Andean 
Condors and several other birds only native to this 

tiny area. Take in the beauty and majesty of the 
Garibaldi glaciers, carving ice into the fjord…
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caPe horn

if the weather allows, explore the most southerly 
tip of South America. Most of our journeys offer 

two chances to go ashore and discover the 
maritime legend that is Cape Horn.

WesT PoinT island (FalKland islands)

Home to over 2,000 pairs of black-browed albatross  
and about 500 pairs of rock hopper penguins. Discover this 

rich wildlife, explore the picturesque settlement and  
go dolphin spotting in the small harbour.
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King george island (anTarcTica)

Explore this barren continent and discover how people live 
in these extreme conditions by visiting an active research 

station. On the beaches nearby you’ll find hundreds of 
penguins and old whalebones from the whaling period.
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Our landings get you really close to the wildlife and  

the terrain. These are a few of our favourites,  

depending on your choice of voyage.

LANdiNGS 
wiTH MiDNATSOl  

souThern hemisPhere advenTure 
souTh america and anTarcTica
17 DaY EXPEdITION VOYAGE  |  Prices FroM £3,535pp
DePartUres: 01.03. 2017

Join us as we discover the climates, landscapes and wildlife of the Southern 
Hemisphere. Explore the Chilean Fjords and the deserted continent of Antarctica, 
with the huge colonies of penguins and seals that call this freezing land their home. 
we’ll also explore the wildlife and landscapes of the Falkland islands before 
travelling north along the beautiful Argentinian coastline.

DaY 1-4: cHiLean FJorDs anD caPe Horn Explore Santiago de Chile, 
before flying down to Punta Arenas. Visit colonies of Magellanic penguins, 
birds, dolphins and sea lions at isla Tucker, before sailing through the  
breathtaking Chilean fjords. we’ll then travel around Cape Horn, where  
we’ll go ashore if the weather allows.
DaY 5: at sea we journey south to Antarctica.
DaY 6-10: antarctica Explore Antarctica! Discover the wildlife up close by 
heading ashore on landings, or follow in the footsteps of the explorers and take 
a hike across the vast, icy plains. Explore the silence of the ocean and paddle 
amongst the ice in a kayak, or simply take everything in from on deck.
DaY 11: at sea Have fun in the Explorer room, relax on deck, and share your 
Antarctica experiences.
DaY 12-14: FaLKLanD isLanDs Explore the small town of Stanley and wander 
around the streets of ‘Mini England’. Join us on excursions to see the penguins, 
or go hiking or kayaking with the Expedition Team. You can even take advantage 
of the slightly warmer latitudes and join our sleep over party out on deck.
DaY 15-16: at sea Cross the Drake passage and then sail north along the coast 
of Argentina. 
DaY 17: MonteViDeo we arrive back in port at Montevideo.

Your itinerary:
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Condors and several other birds only native to this 

tiny area. Take in the beauty and majesty of the 
Garibaldi glaciers, carving ice into the fjord…
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caPe horn

if the weather allows, explore the most southerly 
tip of South America. Most of our journeys offer 

two chances to go ashore and discover the 
maritime legend that is Cape Horn.

WesT PoinT island (FalKland islands)

Home to over 2,000 pairs of black-browed albatross  
and about 500 pairs of rock hopper penguins. Discover this 

rich wildlife, explore the picturesque settlement and  
go dolphin spotting in the small harbour.
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King george island (anTarcTica)

Explore this barren continent and discover how people live 
in these extreme conditions by visiting an active research 

station. On the beaches nearby you’ll find hundreds of 
penguins and old whalebones from the whaling period.
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BEAGLE CHANNEL

ANTARCTIC PENINSULA
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    ANTARCTIC CIRCLE

Puerto Williams

BEAGLE CHANNEL

Cape Horn

Port StanleyNew Island
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Ships route to Montevideo
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Our expedition Team are carefully picked for their local knowledge,  
specific expertise in their relevant field, and most importantly of all,  

their enthusiasm, curiosity and love of the areas we visit.
In Antarctica the elements rule. Every voyage is different as our choice of landing  

sites and activities is controlled not by us, but by the weather and the ice conditions.

“ Come on board with an open mind, and 
try things you never thought you’d do”
advice from Karin strand, one of our expedition  
Leaders on Ms Fram and Ms Midnatsol

GO ONLiNe TO FiNd OuT MORe ABOuT OuR LANdiNG SiTeS ANd exCuRSiONS 
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Make the most of your stay! With our pre and post programme 
excursions and hotel packages, there’s no rush to leave South America.

Tigre delTa Tour, Buenos aires
Head by bus just north of Buenos Aires to Tigre, to the stunning rivers and 
channels that form the parana river Delta. This is a truly incredible place to 
explore - our river cruise takes you into the subtropical rainforest, where you’ll 
discover thousands of tiny islands. The scenery is breath-taking, and the way 
of life of the people that live there is fascinating, as houses can still only be 
reached by boat. 

Tierra del Fuego naTional  
ParK, ushuaia 
Discover the awe-inspiring and wild Tierra del Fuego National park and see 
some of the world’s most unique and isolated plants and wildlife. You’ll cross 
the pipo river and pass Ensenada Bay and Susana Mount before entering 
the park, which is steeped in history and nature. it was once home to Yaghan 
indians and inmates of the old penal colony, but now the beavers have made 
it their own. 

Our excursions in the Falkland Islands can be pre-booked and are 
not to be missed, here are two favourites:

The BluFF cove lagoon,  
FalKland islands
A nature lover and photographer’s paradise! Seek out the wildlife and explore 
the terrain ‘off road’ in a 4x4. At the lagoon, wander around the penguin colony - 
there you’ll mingle with about 1000 pairs of Gentoo penguins, a growing colony; 
of king penguins and maybe some visiting Magellanic penguins from nearby East 
island. As well as penguins, expect to see a plethora of sea-birds and look out for 
visiting sea lions or dolphins playing in the surf. 

PorT sTanleY highlighTs Tour, 
FalKland islands
Explore the Falkland’s small capital and discover the history of ‘Mini Britain’ from 
a local guide. Highlights include the Cathedral with its whalebone Arch, the 1982 
Battle Memorial, wrecks of the old sailing ships, a private whalebone display, 
Stanley Airport, Government House, the Community School, the Mizzen Mast 
from the famous ‘SS Great Britain’, and a visit to the Museum at Britannia House. 
Various species of flora and fauna can also be seen on this tour, including the 
upland goose and flightless steamer duck.

Join us for an Antarctic adventure. These excursions can 
only be booked on board and places are limited as our 
programme is dictated by the elements.

an amundsen nighT
A once in a lifetime opportunity... follow in the foosteps of early 
explorers, such as Amundsen, Scott and Nordenskjold, and sleep 
under the Antarctic sky. Venture out at night with only a tent 
separating you from the wilderness and the elements. 

small BoaT cruise Through  
The lemaire channel
Get close, real close to this incredible continent, and feel like a true 
discoverer. Feel the power of the elements, as 1000m high mountains 
and glaciers tower over you on both sides of the channel. we’ll go 
where the points of interest take us and the conditions allow, leaving 
you in awe of the majesty and force of the world around you.

snoWshoes in anTarcTica
Unleash your inner explorer! Snowshoes allow you to walk across 
deep snow easily and hike where few have hiked before. Make your 
way through pristine snow, trek over large expanses of ice, and feel 
the spirit of the early explorers who scrambled through the very 
same incredible terrain.

Get close to wildlife, push yourself to new levels, enhance 
your understanding and take part in unforgettable 
experiences – join us for our optional excursions!

GET EVEN   

CLOSeR
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“ A fantastic trip – wonderful weather, great 
wildlife and scenery, new experiences... this 
really had the feel of an adventure. It really 
exceeded my expectations.” 
Dr Knox

Find our full range of excursions online at hurtigruten.co.uk 
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wildlife and scenery, new experiences... this 
really had the feel of an adventure. It really 
exceeded my expectations.” 
Dr Knox

Find our full range of excursions online at hurtigruten.co.uk 



All flights and flight-inclusive holidays featured are ATOL PROTECTED (ATOL 3584). Full terms and conditions for all of our voyages are available on our website at 
hurtigruten.co.uk. Prices valid from 28 April 2015 for new bookings only and may be withdrawn or amended at any time, please check at the time of booking for the current 
status of offers. For full information regarding our ships, our itinerary and our excursions please refer to our website, call us directly or contact your travel specialist.
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